
8:00 AM
8:30 AM

# CE Class Attend
9:00 AM
11:50 AM

3 135

NOON
# CE Class Attend Topic/Presenter # CE Class Attend Topic/Presenter

1:15 PM
2:55 PM 2 134

Fraudulent Conveyances, Alter Egos, 
Nominees & IRS Litigation Action

Robert E McKenzie, Esq
2 148

Divorce and Tax Planning
Salvatore P Candela, EA ATA ABA

3:15 PM
4:55 PM 2 136

"You Have the Right to Remain Silent" - The 
Non-Attorney's Role in an IRS Criminal 

Investigation 
Robert E McKenzie, Esq

2 139
FOIA (Freedom of Information Act) - 
Getting the Edge on Your IRS Cases

Salvatore P Candela, EA ATA ABA

8:30 AM
# CE Class Attend

9:00 AM
11:50 AM

3 142

NOON
# CE Class Attend Topic/Presenter # CE Class Attend Topic/Presenter

1:15 PM
2:55 PM

2** 143  Ethics Jeopardy
Kevin C Huston, EA USTCP

2 132 Testing Your Tax IQ 
Francis X Degen, EA USTCP

# CE Class Attend Topic/Presenter # CE Class Attend Topic/Presenter
3:15 PM
4:55 PM 2 144

 Initial Estate Return
Kevin C Huston, EA USTCP 2

146/
145

The View From DC (1 CE) /
The Worst of Times (1 CE)

Robert A Kerr
Sr.  Director - Govt Relations, NAEA

6:00 PM

8:00 AM
# CE Class Attend

8:30 AM
10:10 AM

2 133

10:30 AM
11:20 AM

1 149

11:30 AM
12:20 PM

1* -

2014 Affordable Care Act Provisions
Kevin C Huston, EA USTCP

Federal Tax Update
Brenda Stuart-Luke, IRS Stakeholder Liaison

New York State Updates
Suzanne Reusch, NYS DTF Director of Outreach/Taxpayer Education

~~~Please check "Attend" boxes above for classes you plan to attend~~~

*CE marked with an asterisk are valid for NAEA Credit Only
§(Break at 10:40 am-11:00 am)

**CE marked with a double asterisk do not provide Ethics Credit for CPAs

Topic/Presenter

Registration begins
Topic/Presenter

Real Estate Rentals§
Kevin C Huston, EA USTCP

Luncheon with second business meeting and elections

Cocktail Party/Banquet and Officer Installation

Monday, October 27, 2014
Registration begins

Sunday, October 26, 2014

(PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY REGISTRATION FORM)

CLASS SCHEDULE
Saturday, October 25, 2014

Registration begins
Welcome & Opening Remarks—Donald Rosenberg, EA;  NYSSEA President

Topic/Presenter
2014 Representation Update§

Robert E McKenzie, Esq
Luncheon with first business meeting

NAEA PAC Supporter Reception                                     Dinner On Your Own

TWENTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL NYSSEA CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FORM

~~~Please check "Attend" boxes above for classes you plan to attend~~~



TWENTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL NYSSEA CONFERENCE 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 

 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25, 2014 

2014 Representation Update 
(3 IRS CE) Robert E McKenzie, Esq. 
Over the past several years, the IRS budget has experienced significant cuts. There has been a corresponding reduction in 
its quality of service. It has dramatically reduced enforcement efforts. This class examines the methods IRS is using in 
this new enforcement environment. Discussion includes current IRS priorities and procedures for examinations and 
collections, criminal investigation initiatives, recent important practitioner developments, Taxpayer Advocate Services 
reports, new procedures at IRS campuses, and the impact of new IRS leadership. 
 
Fraudulent Conveyances, Alter Egos, Nominees and IRS Litigation Actions 
(2 IRS CE) Robert E McKenzie, Esq. 
The IRS is insistently seeking to collect from those owning property on behalf of a taxpayer or from those to whom 
property was fraudulently conveyed by a delinquent taxpayer at a bargain price. Also, IRS is foreclosing when it believes 
property is held for taxpayer benefit. This class discusses litigation remedies IRS may employ when it determines 
taxpayers are engaging in property ownership games, as well as other actions available to IRS to enforce federal lien 
rights. 
 
Divorce and Tax Planning: Things Your Clients Need to Know!	  
(2 IRS CE) Salvatore P Candela, EA ATA ABA 
Tax issues are a common element in most domestic matters. This course will help you understand some of the trickier tax 
issues that arise in divorce, including how spousal support is calculated, the tax consequences of spousal support, and 
how tax planning for divorce can assist you in helping your client, or his/her attorney, save tax dollars.  We will also 
cover tax implications relating to alimony, child support, and the division of marital assets with the least tax burden.  	  
 
“You Have the Right to Remain Silent” – Advanced Criminal Tax Issues 
(2 IRS CE) Robert E McKenzie, Esq. 
The IRS Criminal Investigation Division has increased its efforts to prosecute dishonest taxpayers over the last few 
years.  Although clients targeted by CID should be referred to an experienced white-collar defense attorney, non-attorney 
tax practitioners have an important role in the taxpayer’s defense. Topics include tax crimes, current IRS CI initiatives 
and procedures, client rights, and the best ways for the non-attorney to assist a client and his attorney during a criminal 
investigation. 
 
FOIA (Freedom of Information Act) – Getting the Edge on Your IRS Cases  
(2 IRS CE) Salvatore P Candela, EA 
This course introduces tax practitioners, to a powerful tool to help increase proficiency in your tax representation 
practice. Accessing IRS information can sometimes be a “tug-of-war” between you and the IRS personnel with which 
you are working.  Learn how and when to use a FOIA request to access the information in IRS Exam or Appeals files to 
potentially gain an edge in your cases.  Discussion also includes analysis of documents received and brief mention of 
NYS FOIL procedure. 
 

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 26, 2014 
Real Estate Rentals 
(3 IRS CE)  Kevin C Huston, EA USTCP 
A review of the taxation of Real Estate Rentals, which includes when to use Schedule C vs. Schedule E, and the Vacation 
Home and Incidental Use tax treatment, a review of the Tax Court (Bolton) method vs. the IRS method of allocating 
expenses, and a review of the Passive Loss rules as they relate to rentals, including the Real Estate Professional election.  
 
Ethics Jeopardy 
(2 IRS Ethics CE)  Kevin C Huston, EA USTCP 
This session will provide a Jeopardy-style game show approach to real life issues from Circular 230, IRS substantial 
authority, avoiding preparer penalties, and recent developments in tax preparation and representation issues.  Attendees 
will enjoy learning, testing their knowledge, and engaging in lively discussion as we probe “the right thing to do,” even 
when no one is looking.  Learn and review ethical concepts to protect your practice and discuss best practices in dealing 
with real-life ethical issues facing the tax practitioner.  



TWENTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL NYSSEA CONFERENCE 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 

 
Testing Your Tax I.Q. 
(2 IRS CE) Francis X Degen, EA USTCP 
Mix a combination of your tax knowledge with some of your favorite TV game shows and you’re ready to participate in 
Testing Your Tax I.Q.  Bring your calculator and your sense of fun and see if you will be part of the team of EAs who 
will emerge as “The Tax Champs of New York”. You won’t end up a Millionaire and you won’t put yourself 
in Jeopardy but you will learn and enjoy yourself in this unique CPE session.   
 
Initial Estate 1041 Tax Return 
(2 IRS CE)  Kevin C Huston, EA USTCP 
This session covers tax considerations of the initial income tax return of a decedent’s estate.  Selection of accounting 
method, tax year, and various elections are covered, as well as determining whether an item belongs on the decedent’s 
final 1040 or the estate’s 1041.  An overview of income and deductions available to the estate will also be presented. 
 
The View from DC 
(1 IRS CE) Robert A Kerr, NAEA Sr. Director – Govt. Relations  
The presentation will deconstruct the federal tax structure—the influence the different branches of government exert on 
tax law, tax policy, and tax administration. It will focus on recent Congressional action and promises to act on temporary 
tax provisions and tax reform; recent executive branch action on return preparer oversight and Circular 230 revisions; 
and recent tax-related court decisions.  Attendees will learn which part of government is responsible for what part of the 
tax ecosystem and, more notably, how recent DC developments directly affect tax planning, preparation, and 
representation.   
 
The Worst of Times  
(1 IRS CE) Robert A Kerr, NAEA Sr. Director – Govt. Relations  
The course will provide observations on how recent federal law changes and expiring tax provisions, as well as IRS 
efforts to create a new, voluntary return preparer program, will affect the 2015 filing season. It will also address several 
Affordable Care Act provisions tax professionals will need to navigate.  Attendees will learn why the ACA and the so-
called “extenders” matter not only in advising clients, but also in IRS’ preparation for the filing season. The course will 
forecast possible filing season scenarios and what they would mean for taxpayers and tax professionals.  
 

MONDAY, OCTOBER 27, 2014 
2014 Affordable Care Act Provisions 
(2 IRS CE) Kevin C Huston, EA USTCP  
This class will focus on the provisions of the 2010 Affordable Care Act which affect 2014 Form 1040 tax returns. We 
will review the Medicare Earned Income surtax and Net Income Investment Tax, both effective for 2013 returns, and 
amplify with examples how these are calculated.  Next, we will spend considerable time covering both the Individual 
Shared Responsibility requirement as well as the Premium Tax Credit for individuals purchasing health coverage through 
the Marketplace.  Because the ACA affects virtually ALL of your 1040 clients, you will want to attend to learn how to 
report and calculate the proper credits and responsibility payments. 
 
Federal Tax Update 
(1 IRS CE) Brenda Stuart-Luke, IRS Stakeholder Liaison 
IRS Stakeholder Liaison will present the federal tax law updates for the upcoming tax season. IRMs, tax changes, 
procedures, and processing steps will all be discussed. A review of problems incurred in the past season will be presented 
along with the agencies handling of them. An overall review of what's ahead of us will be presented so we will be ready 
to take on whatever comes our way. 
 
 
New York State Updates 
(1 NAEA-only CE) Suzanne Reusch, NYS Department of Taxation & Finance, 
 Dir. Of Outreach and Taxpayer Education, Office of the Taxpayer Rights Advocate 
Discussion will include an overview of 2014 budget legislative changes, plus any recent legislative changes, pertinent to 
New York State tax filings.    The presentation will also include updates to forms, filing requirements, preparer 
regulations and any new department policies and procedures. 


